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Visualization is a tool for both exploration and communication. Whereas interactive visualization is the key to insightful exploration, animation can effectively convey a complex process or structure. In particular, animation provides a powerful means for illustrating objects’ evolution and interaction in a complex environment. It lets us observe how an object changes its shape, size, position, and spatial relationship to other objects over time.

Despite the extensive use of animation to effectively present information, existing data visualization software systems provide limited support for making animations. Some more helpful systems let users specify keyframes and then interpolate between the keyframes to create a sequence. For example, Anima is a keyframe-based system that produces animation sequences for scientific visualizations. It combines a simulation with light effects, camera settings, and geometric transformations.

However, even with such support, nonexpert users, such as application scientists, might have difficulty specifying and managing keyframes. Deriving a sequence of desired keyframes is a painstaking process entailing much trial and error. This issue becomes more critical for visualizing time-varying, multivariate volume data, because scientists must consider a larger parameter space. Surprisingly, researchers haven’t done much to improve this situation.

To help alleviate this problem, we developed AniViz—a tool for making visualization animations of time-varying, multivariate volume data. With it, users can create an animation sequence by defining instances from motion templates and then manipulating and combining those instances. When integrated into a visualization system, AniViz lets scientists create an animation while visualizing and exploring their data. This is different from creating an animation with a postprocessing tool using a set of pregenerated keyframes, which significantly limits what scientists can create.

The freedom to create and blend different effects by operating on different instances encourages expressiveness, leading to animation results that scientists couldn’t easily create with existing visualization systems (see the “Animation Support in Visualization Systems” sidebar).

From Computer Animation to AniViz

Our research is inspired by well-established computer animation R&D and increasing demands from scientific collaborators for better animation support. In computer animation, you can perform motion synthesis by defining motion primitives, such as walk, run, or jump, and then assembling animation frames from those primitives. Moreover, a significant advance in animation is nonlinear animation (NLA). Offered by many packages such as Autodesk 3ds Max, Autodesk Maya, and Softimage, NLA lets animators create animation beyond keyframes by letting them

AniViz is an animation tool following two principles. First, it’s desirable to directly turn the results of data exploration and visualization into animation content. Second, users can create a complex animation sequence by combining several simple effects. Such effects, and operators to combine them, are fine-tuned via an intuitive user interface.
Animation Support in Visualization Systems

Most visualization systems provide some animation support. For example, Visit adopts the keyframe approach. Users record a session by storing keyframe parameters into files; they then create movies from session files by specifying movie parameters through a GUI or command-line interface. This approach, however, doesn’t allow intuitive specification of animation content at the semantic level.

ParaView also uses the keyframe approach; it provides an animation panel with VCR-like buttons for animation playback. ParaView’s track editor lets users easily create, delete, or adjust individual keyframes. This function is similar to many video-editing software tools and our AniViz interface (see the main article).

AVS/Express (Application Visualization System/Express) lets users develop a keyframe animation using an animator module. Users can set the properties of module parameters to determine which parameters of the view are interpolated to create the animation.

EnSight provides basic functions to export rendered images to an animation. It includes EnVe, a general-purpose animation postprocessing tool that splices a series of images or animation files to generate a new animation. EnSight also uses keyframe animations. Users can control the movement through or around the model and can control what entities the animation shows. In addition, EnSight supports complex keyframe operations such as spline camera control.

A major difference between these visualization systems and AniViz is the expressive power it offers. Users can create animations not only through keyframes but also by using templates, instances, and operators to specify semantic content during data exploration and visualization.

Table 1. Some templates for creating animations to visualize time-varying, multivariate volume data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Template</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overview</td>
<td>Animate through a certain set of visualization parameters (spatial, temporal, variable, or transfer function) with a default path or scheme.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial exploration</td>
<td>Interpolate the camera parameter between camera parameters $c_1$ and $c_2$, using an interpolation function $f_c$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal exploration</td>
<td>Animate time steps between $t_1$ and $t_2$ with a playback function $f_t$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable exploration</td>
<td>Change a variable from $v_1$ to $v_2$ with a blending function $f_v$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer-function exploration</td>
<td>Interpolate the transfer function between $tf_1$ and $tf_2$ with an interpolation function $f_{tf}$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highlighting</td>
<td>Change the transfer function $tf$, the lighting parameter $l$, or the camera parameter $c$ of objects of interest with a periodic function $f_p$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slicing</td>
<td>Change a slicer’s position and orientation with texture $tex$ mapped onto it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image</td>
<td>Blend an instance with an image frame to provide the context.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caption/annotation</td>
<td>Add captions before an instance, or add annotations on certain frames of an instance.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

combine, mix, and blend motions to produce entirely new animations.

Analogously, we define primitives (which we call templates) and operations to create animations for scientific visualization. The templates cover animation techniques commonly used in scientific visualization. We derived them by examining animations typically made for research presentations, science exhibitions, and instructions. For instance, using our technique, you can easily create a video like the one NASA scientists created for Tropical Storm Edouard by combining templates for spatial exploration and transfer-function exploration with an operator for blending parameter spaces.

**AniViz Basics**

In AniViz, we classify a list of motion types; each type corresponds to a template, which consists of a set of visualization parameters. Once the user has specified the parameter values, a template becomes an instance representing a piece of visualization content. (The relation between template and instance is analogous to that of class and object in object-oriented programming.) We chose this design because we prefer an intuitive way to specify animation content but also want a flexible, extensible approach that lets users easily construct and customize their animations. To connect instances, AniViz provides a set of operators.

**Templates and Instances**

Table 1 shows some volume visualization templates. The overview template gives users an over-
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Visualization frequently use animation. The simplest form is to play back a time sequence. A more interesting form is to use animation to enrich visualization or highlight information. For example, Eric Lum and his colleagues presented kinetic visualization, which adds animated particles flowing over the surface of an object to enhance the perception of static objects’ shapes and spatial relationships. Carlos Correa and Deborah Silver produced animations that highlight features or enhance a particular aspect of a dataset by traversing the volume along a specified path via a transfer function. Jonathan Woodring and Han-Wei Shen incorporated animation into visualization to highlight objects in volume data. As highlighting mechanisms, they used positional motion and opacity variation.

Ivan Viola and his colleagues presented a solution for automatic focusing on features in a volumetric dataset. The user selects a focus from a set of predefined features, and the algorithm automatically determines the most expressive view of the features. This solution estimates characteristic viewpoints using mutual information from information theory. The camera path changes smoothly by switching the focus from one feature to another. Konrad Mühler and his colleagues introduced viewpoint-selection techniques to enhance animation creation and interactive exploration in medical-intervention planning. To guide viewpoint selection, they use a list of parameters such as the unoccluded surface’s size, the occluding objects’ importance, the preferred region, and viewpoint stability.

Operators
AniViz uses three types of operators.

Parameter-space blending. This operator creates intermediate frames between two instances $I_1$ and $I_2$ by interpolating their respective parameters. If $I_1$ and $I_2$ don’t overlap along the time axis, we generate intermediate frames by interpolating the parameters of the last frame of $I_1$ and the first frame of $I_2$. Otherwise, we generate intermediate frames by interpolating the parameters of their corresponding frames.

Figure 1 illustrates parameter-space blending with a computed-tomography head data set. This operator reveals the content buried between the sets of parameters for two instances, thus generating novel image frames. When we apply this operator to transfer-function-related instances, we can interpolate transfer functions in several ways. For a 1D transfer function, we can treat the color and opacity transfer functions as four arrays of RGBA components each and linearly interpolate the two sets of four arrays. Or, we can make a correspondence between one segment in a transfer function and another segment in another transfer function, and interpolate both their positions and values. The examples in Figure 1 use this scheme. For example, in Figure 1b, the transfer function
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content from frame $f_2$ gradually fades out as the transfer function content from frame $f_3$ gradually fades in. Some special templates that aren’t derived from the visualization content (such as the caption or image/annotation template) can’t be used with this operator.

**Image-space blending.** This operator creates the animation content between $I_1$ and $I_2$ by interpolating their respective image frames. Similarly to parameter-space blending, if $I_1$ and $I_2$ don’t overlap along the time axis, we generate intermediate frames by blending the last frame of $I_1$ and the first frame of $I_2$. The effect is that the last frame of $I_1$ gradually fades out as the first frame of $I_2$ gradually fades in. If $I_1$ and $I_2$ overlap, we generate intermediate frames by blending their corresponding frames.

Figures 2 and 3 illustrate image-space blending with combustion and solar-plume datasets. This operator is typically used with two instances having no clear correspondence. It’s useful when two frames from each instance carry important features that shouldn’t be altered by changing their respective parameters. This operator’s typical uses are for fade-out and fade-in effects and for observing relationships by superimposing frames. The input could come from two frames of different variables (see Figure 2), two frames of different time steps (see Figure 3), or one caption and one rendered frame. You must pay attention when using this operator and interpreting its results because image-space blending doesn’t reflect an actual rendering directly from the data.

**Playback.** This operator lets users repeatedly loop through one or more consecutive instances of interest. This is useful when users want to show certain motions or focus on something. The user specifies the number of loops and the playback
Playback types include forward, backward, a combination of both, or more sophisticated non-linear playback. This operator has no restrictions; users can apply it to any instance.

The User Interface and Interaction
Figure 4 shows the AniViz interface, which has three main components. The explorer lets users interactively explore data sets and define instance
parameters. The mixer lets users assemble multiple instances and derive an animation’s overall flow. The viewer gives a preview of the final animation output and lets users tune instance parameters.

The mixer and viewer resemble the common interface found in general animation or video-editing software and tools such as Windows Movie Maker, TechSmith Camtasia Studio, and Ulead VideoStudio. We chose this familiar interface style so that users can quickly learn to use AniViz by leveraging their experience with other tools that share a similar layout.

**The Explorer**
This component (see the top of Figure 4) consists of a volume renderer, a transfer-function editor, and other parameter-specification windows. The transfer-function editor is a simplified trispace interface that lets users explore the data in spatial, temporal, and variable domains in a guided fashion. The explorer includes a time-step slider and widgets for setting other parameters. The explorer presented here is just one design example; it can be augmented or replaced with other designs if necessary.

**The Mixer**
This component (see the bottom of Figure 4) includes a template chooser and multiple tracks stacked along the vertical axis. The horizontal axis indicates the actual animation time. An instance appears as a colored rectangle, which we call an instance widget. Different-colored instance widgets indicate different template types. Users can place an instance widget along any track in the mixer by dragging and dropping a template from the template chooser. They can then resize the widgets, reposition them, or remove them from the tracks. The widgets’ positions explicitly indicate their order in the final animation.

More important, as Figures 1, 2, and 3 illustrate, the instance widgets’ positions also imply how the instances are combined. If two widgets are in the same track or are offset by half of the track’s height along the vertical axis, the mixer uses parameter-space blending. (The offset avoids occlusion because instance widgets could have overlapped each other entirely; see the highlighting instance in Figure 4.) If two instance widgets are in different tracks, the mixer uses image-space blending.

**The Viewer**
As the user organizes instance widgets in the mixer, the viewer (see the middle of Figure 4) summarizes the animation result. The viewer consists of keys (thumbnail images) and their corresponding parameter widgets, along with an animation time indicator. Each key shows an actual frame...
of the final animation. The keys are selected either automatically whenever the motion type changes or manually, when the user explicitly sets them. The viewer serves not only as a preview for the animation but also as an editor for individual instances. The user can modify instances’ parameter values anytime while creating an animation.

Parameter widgets show the change of parameters between two consecutive keys. If more than one parameter changed between two keys, their parameter widgets are stacked together. A parameter widget is spherical with a name label. Similarly to instance widgets, different-colored parameter widgets indicate different parameter types.

Using intuitive drag-and-drop interaction, users can insert a new key or merge two keys (see Figure 5). To create a key, users separate a stack of parameter widgets into two or more groups. To merge keys, they stack one parameter widget back on top of another.

**Animation Time Allocation**

Each animation has a certain time budget. We allocate time to each piece of animation content according to its importance or complexity. A key’s position in the viewer indicates when it appears in the actual animation sequence. To adjust the duration between keys, users can manually move a key by dragging it along the horizontal axis.

Alternatively, AniViz can automatically allocate animation time for all the keys. By allocating more time to complex scenes and less to uniform scenes, AniViz can present information within the budget and avoid abrupt changes or flickering in the animation.

To quantify the information that changes between two keys, we use the following three distance measures.

The image distance is the summation of pixel-wise differences between two consecutive keys:

$$d_1(i_1, i_2) = \sum_{j=1}^{M} ||u_1(j) - u_2(j)||_2,$$

where $u_1(j)$ and $u_2(j)$ are the CIELUV color vectors at the $j$th pixel in images $i_1$ and $i_2$, respectively. $M$ is the number of pixels in the image. $||\cdot||_2$ denotes the $L^2$ norm of $\cdot$. We use the CIELUV space because the distance calculated in it roughly approximates the perceived color difference.

The parameter distance is the Euclidean distance calculated in the high-dimensional parameter space, with each parameter carrying a user-specified weight:

$$d_2(p_1, p_2, \psi) = \sqrt{w_1 (p_{11} - p_{21})^2 + \ldots + w_n (p_{1n} - p_{2n})^2},$$

where $0 < w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_n < 1$ and $w_1 + w_2 + \ldots + w_n = 1$. $p_1$ and $p_2$ are the parameter vectors associated with the two keys. $n$ is the number of dimensions in both vectors. $w_i$ is the weight for the parameter pair $(p_{1i}, p_{2i})$, $1 \leq i \leq n$. 

![Figure 5. Drag-and-drop interaction with parameter widgets to (a) insert a new key or (b) merge two keys, illustrated with a bonsai data set. “Rot” means “rotate” and “TF” means “transfer function.” This interaction associated with expanding and collapsing visual feedback lets the user easily fine-tune the animation parameters.](image)

![Diagram of drag-and-drop interaction with parameter widgets to insert a new key or merge two keys, illustrated with a bonsai data set. “Rot” means “rotate” and “TF” means “transfer function.” This interaction associated with expanding and collapsing visual feedback lets the user easily fine-tune the animation parameters.](image)
The third measure is the Kullback-Leibler (KL) distance. Let $h_1$ and $h_2$ denote the probability density functions of pixel values in the two keys. We calculate the KL distance (also called the relative entropy) as

$$d_3(h_1 \parallel h_2) = \sum_{i=1}^{B} h_1(i) \log \frac{h_1(i)}{h_2(i)},$$

where $h_1(i)$ and $h_2(i)$ are the normalized heights of the $i$th histogram bin, and $B$ is the number of bins in the histogram of the keys.

The inputs to each of the three measures are quite different. The image distance takes the actual pixel values, the parameter distance takes the parameters for deriving the image frames, and the KL distance takes the image histograms.

Each measure has its own advantages and disadvantages. For example, the KL distance captures the overall change of two image histograms but is rotation invariant (when the rotation axis is perpendicular to the image plane). However, we can use the image distance to capture the difference introduced by rotation.

So, a better way to use these three measures is to take a hybrid distance heuristically as the weighted sum of the three distances:

$$d = c_1d_1 + c_2d_2 + c_3d_3,$$

where $0 \leq c_1, c_2, c_3 \leq 1$ and $c_1 + c_2 + c_3 = 1$. The animation time allocated between keys is proportional to their hybrid distances. In this way, our solution ensures that the animation content is evenly distributed over the animation sequence.

**Case Studies**

We demonstrated AniViz with three case studies: one with an MRI head dataset, one with a time-varying, multivariate hurricane dataset, and one with a time-varying combustion dataset. Our system used a GPU-accelerated volume renderer to enable interactive data exploration. We performed all three studies on a desktop PC with a 3.2-GHz Intel Pentium 4 processor, 2 Gbytes of main memory, and an Nvidia GeForce 7900 GTX graphics card with 512 Mbytes of video memory.

**MRI Head Data**

This case study (see Figure 6) focused on highlighting a brain tumor. The animation comprised four pieces of animation content. The first was a spatial overview (usually the first step for exploring data) that rotated the volume data 360 degrees along the $y$-axis. The second piece was a spatial exploration in which the user customized the view. The third was a parameter-space blending between a spatial exploration and a slicing, which revealed the tumor’s inner structure. The user played back this piece twice to repeatedly observe the spatial relationship between the tumor and head. The last piece was a parameter-space blending between a spatial exploration and a highlighting, which highlighted the tumor by varying the opacity while zooming in on the region of interest.

To specify the types of playback and number of loops for a group of instances, the user right-clicked on the group and selected the types and the number from a popup menu. The spatial overview, three spatial explorations, and slicing instance came from direct keyframe specification in the traditional way. The highlighting instance was generated from the template chooser.

**Hurricane Data**

In this case study (see Figure 7), the animation comprised five pieces of content. The first was a caption showing the animation’s content, blended with a spatial exploration that zoomed in on the data. The second piece was a temporal exploration to show early time steps. The third was a variable overview that browsed through three variables: vapor, wind speed, and cloud. This overview let the
user clearly examine each variable in detail, while maintaining each variable’s context. The fourth piece was a temporal exploration to show later time steps; the fifth was a spatial exploration that zoomed in on the hurricane’s eye. Furthermore, the user blended the temporal and spatial explorations with a highlighting of the cloud. Creating such a complex animation, which normally might prove difficult without hard-coding all the parameters, is easy with AniViz.

**Time-Varying Combustion Data**

This case study examined animation time allocation schemes based on the parameter, image, and KL distance measures. As Figure 8 shows, the parameter distance allocated much of the time to the rightmost spatial instance, in which two parameters (rotation and zoom) changed simultaneously. This wasn’t desirable because other instances received a relatively short animation time.

The results improved when we used the image distance and KL distance because these measures take into account information content from the rendered images. However, the image distance and KL distance allocate a very short time for the transfer function and slicing instances, respectively, which could also be undesirable.

The hybrid solution yielded the best result because, as we mentioned before, it more evenly distributes the information throughout the animation.

**Discussion and Future Work**

AniViz is valuable for adding animation to volume visualization, but we could enhance it in several ways to make it even more useful.

AniViz’s object-oriented design makes it easily extensible. Besides volume visualization, AniViz could work with other rendering algorithms, such as surface rendering or geometric-model rendering. For these new applications, we’ll evaluate other appropriate animation functionalities and add them as templates.
Conceptual Models and Visual Media

Researchers have explored new models and media to effectively convey information through visualization. Stephen Wehrend and Clayton Lewis proposed a taxonomy of visualization techniques that helps users design applications according to specific visualization goals.1 Issei Fujishiro and his colleagues introduced Gadget (Goal-Oriented Application Design Guidance for Modular Visualization Environments), an enhanced modular visualization environment.2 Gadget lets the user design visualization networks on the basis of the methodologies for classifying visualization techniques and for showing visualization examples.

For time-varying-data visualization, Gareth Daniel and Min Chen introduced video visualization. This technique extracts meaningful information from original video datasets and conveys the information to users through a novel visual representation.3

Michael Wohlfart and Helwig Hauser introduced the concept of volume visualization as storytelling.4 Their volumetric storytelling process has two phases (story authoring and storytelling) that give users greater control of data presentation. Aidong Lu and Han-Wei Shen presented an interactive-storyboard approach to observing overall data content and changes in time-varying volume data.5

AniViz should also let users define their own templates. For example, if a user determined that combining temporal exploration and highlighting was effective and useful, he or she could define a new template including these two and use it directly. Such flexibility would let users familiar with AniViz customize the system to better meet their needs.

In AniViz, users can use keyboard shortcuts to save or load instances. It could also have a menu-like interface that lets users save and load instances they create as projects. Furthermore, we could extend AniViz to let users import and export templates and instances. In this way, a group of scientists could collect and share templates or instances from different datasets.

For time-varying, multivariate data up to hundreds of gigabytes, our system on a PC is highly interactive except when browsing the time series, which requires intensive disk access. To improve the performance, we could use prediction, temporal-space encoding, and data prefetching. As shown in the videos at www.computer.org/portal/web/computingnow/cga/videos, specifying and assembling pieces of animation content (instances) normally takes several minutes. For data of more than hundreds of gigabytes, we could employ downsampling or multiresolution rendering to reduce the data to a suitable scale for interactive data exploration and animation content specification and assembly. The original data, however, could still be used for high-quality output during the final animation production.

Finally, AniViz should be able to output more than just animation. On the basis of the key information attached to instances, the ideal output is multimedia, which integrates a wide variety of forms, such as image, video, text, and sound, for a more comprehensive presentation. Some studies on visual media provide inspiration in this direction (see the “Conceptual Models and Visual Media” sidebar).

Scientists commonly use animation to explain complex physical phenomena or chemical processes. The volume visualization examples we’ve presented show that AniViz offers scientists expressive power in making animation by using various options to create in-between frames. Because AniViz is tightly coupled with an interactive visualization system, animation can become a by-product of data exploration. Scientists can play back a sequence for fine-tuning or simply rearrange it without leaving the system. Our research shows the value of advanced animation support for scientists to make sophisticated animation sequences by themselves. We anticipate future visualization systems equipped with animation support comparable to AniViz.
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